
One Smart Cookie
A Young Woman who 
is clever & good at 
dealing with 
difficult situations

A smart young woman is diciplined in  
difficult conducting situations. She has 
developed the essential ingredients 

to mold, whatever the mix of the 
meeting is, into a sweet experience.

Conducting is an Invitation 
to the Spirit

C

Sunday Opening Exercises

Greeting
Welcome: Recognize guests 
                     Acknowledge leaders
Annoucements: 
Opening Hymn: Hymn number & Title
          Conducting & Playing 
Opening Prayer:
Business: Leadership changes
       Recognitions
                  Personal Progress Moments
       Practices as necessary
Recite YW Theme:
Thanks:

Dismiss

Conducting 

“The ward Young Women presidency oversees this portion of 
the meeting, and a member of a class presidency conducts.” 

Church Handbook 2 • pg 82
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     Conducting is the invitation for the Spirit and 
for spiritual moments to follow. Your behavior is the 
example that influences the remainder of the 
meeting. What you say and do either brings 
people’s minds to the moment or encourages them 
to mentally  wander. 

     Your conducting is the 
plate on which the cookie 
crumbles. Meaning, your 
conducting is the founda-
tion on which the meeting 
plays out (crumbles) and 
rests.

     When conducting we 
put off inclinations to be 
a comedian, boaster, wind bag , or any other need 
for an audience now, for inviting the Spirit later into 
our meeting. We bring reverence so that others may 
worship the Savior. 

Leaders plan and conduct 
meetings “as they are led by 
the Holy Ghost, according 
to the commandments 
and revelations 
of God” 
(D&C 20:45; 
Moroni 6:9; 
D&C 46:2)

Church Handbook 2 
pg 138

Arrive early

Set up room

Have prelude music

Create reverence

Invitations to participate

Orient participants

Begin & end on time

Prepared for unexpected

Be an example
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